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SHERIFF’S MESSAGE
2018 has proven to be another great year for our department’s
explorer program. In fact, it’s been a great 40 years! As I reflect
on the lasting impact this community program has had on the
Las Vegas valley, I am awestruck at the continued level dedication
from the men and women of the LVMPD who volunteer countless
hours to ensure the success of our members. I’m also impressed by
the level of commitment I see from the explorers themselves and
the fact that this select group of young adults is working hard to
prepare for their careers. They truly are the future of Metro and are
an inspiration to those of us who have spent the better part of our
adult lives with this agency.
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Sheriff Joe Lombardo
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EXPLORER COMMANDER’S MESSAGE
This year we traveled to three competitions in Los Angeles, San Diego
and Chandler, Arizona. We were very successful at each! In addition
to our completions, several explorers graduated from our summer
academy held at Mt. Potosi. Of course, it’s worth mentioning that 2018
is the program’s 40th anniversary which certainly says a lot about the
success of the organization. After almost five years in the program,
and as my time here comes to a close, I look back at so many great
memories I’ll cherish forever. The LVMPD Explorer Program has
taught me countless life skills which I use each day. Like many, I joined
the program with a goal of being a police officer with the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department. Now, I can surely say that I’m fully
prepared to pursue my goal thanks to the guidance from our advisors.

Dylan Cripps, Explorer Commander
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MISSION
The intent of Law Enforcement Exploring is to educate and involve youth in police operations, to interest them in
possible law enforcement careers, and to build mutual understanding. Exploring provides an understanding of the
law enforcement function within the community, whether one enters the field of law enforcement or not. Through
involvement, the Explorer Program establishes an awareness of the complexities of police service.

HISTORY
For nearly 40 years the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department has partnered with the community by providing
a resource for young adults interested in careers in law enforcement. The LVMPD’s first police explorer post was
chartered on October 1, 1978. Over the next 20 years the program became more robust and membership grew allowing
each LVMPD sub-station to host a program of its own. In 2007 a post specializing in Crime Scene Investigations, the
first of its kind in the nation, was formed. Given the success of the CSI post, in 2011 programs focusing in Dispatch
and Corrections were added. In 2014 the police explorer program was restructured to the seniority-based system it’s
known for today. Throughout its existence, the LVMPD Law Enforcement Explorer Program has enabled countless
members to secure careers in law enforcement with agencies both local and abroad and plenty more who went on to
pursue careers in the private sector.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Law Enforcement Exploring is a national volunteer organization designed to
educate youth by creating and developing an interest in law enforcement. The
LVMPD Explorer Program exposes young adults to careers in policing by matching
their interests in four specific areas: Crime Scene Investigation, Corrections,
Dispatch, and Police. In addition to the training they receive, the LVMPD Explorer
Program also aims to develop and refine qualities such as maturity, responsibility,
character, civic duty, and personal fitness.
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Comprised of young males and females ages 16-20, the program is led by youth
members under the supervision and guidance of adult advisors who are employed
by LVMPD as commissioned officers and civilians. Through weekly meetings law
enforcement explorers receive training that is similar to what sworn and civilian
law enforcement personnel receive. They are also afforded the rare opportunity to
observe law enforcement in action through ride alongs and sit alongs with members
of the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department.

ADVISORS
Advisors are the adults responsible for providing leadership, guidance, and training for each of the Explorers in the program.
Each post is headed by an advisor and is assisted by associate advisors. They are commissioned officers and civilian department
employees who volunteer their time to mentor and teach our young adult members.
Our Advisors care about the success of our Explorers and strive to be positive role models, mentors, counselors, and teachers. They
are dedicated to the program and prepare each Explorer to become a leader in society. Advisors expose Explorers to the many facets
of the law enforcement profession so they can make an educated decision and decide if they are up to the challenges of the career.
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PROGRAMS
POLICE
As a Police Explorer, young adults learn exactly what it takes to be a
police officer. Explorers are taught basic police procedures that will
give them the knowledge on how to handle emergency calls for service
safely and effectively. Our Police Explorers are divided into 4 groups
called phases, based on seniority. Explorers spend 6 months in Phases
I, II and III; they remain in Phase IV until they separate from the
program. To advance to the next phase, Police Explorers must pass a
written test or practical scenario in addition to a physical fitness test.
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CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
CSI Explorers learn the basic principles behind identifying,
documenting and recovering evidence found at a crime scene.
By learning the duties of a crime scene investigator, they’re
exposed to a variety of investigative techniques used to
document the crime scene including photography, evidence
recovery and processing for latent fingerprints.
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DISPATCH
MetroComm, the LVMPD’s dispatch center receives over
3 million calls annually and dispatches officers to nearly
600,000 events per year. Dispatch Explorers use state of
the art simulators to learn exactly how to take critical 9-1-1
emergency phone calls and how to send officers to calls for
service using the Computer-Aided Dispatch system.
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CORRECTIONS
Corrections Explorers meet inside the Clark County Detention
Center, a facility that houses over 3,000 inmates and sees
more than 70,000 bookings per year. Among many other
things, Explorers learn how to work access controls like
interior and exterior doors. They are also trained on how to
use the jail’s camera system. Explorers lean how to watch over
inmates to ensure safety within the jail.
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OUR IMPACT
The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department is committed to the people it serves. As our community changes, so
must the LVMPD. Our explorer program offers the agency an opportunity to impact the community in two distinct
ways. First, to bridge the gap between young adults and the police. And second, to ignite a passion within our teens to
pursue careers in the noble profession of policing. We recognize the importance of diversity within our agency and are
proud that our members make up a true cross section of the Las Vegas community.

FINANCIALS
Revenue:.............................. $72,184.76
Expense:............................... $77,934.66
Difference:............................ -$5,749.90
Assets:................................ $103,040.91
Liabilities:............................................$0
Net Assets:......................... $103,040.91

HOURS VOLUNTEERED

Event Type............ # Events.... Total Hours
General.............................. 92........... 4,250.75
Recruiting.......................... 14....................687
CSI Events............................ 8....................186
Fundraising....................... 17............. 3,901.5
Training............................... 5................. 1535
Outside Hours.................... 0................ 655.4
TOTAL
136
11,215.65
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EXPLORER PROGRAM DEMOGRAPHICS
CSI
11

131

TOTAL EXPLORERS

Patrol
120
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Female

60% MALE
40% FEMALE

Male
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92 OF OUR EXPLORERS LIVE IN

nic

White

th
Multi-E

Black
Asian
Paciﬁc
Islander

LAS VEGAS OR UNINCORPORATED
CLARK COUNTY AND 39 LIVE IN
HENDERSON OR NORTH LAS VEGAS.
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80 HISPANIC
29 WHITE

11 ASIAN/PACIFIC ISLANDER
7 BLACK/AFRICAN AMERICAN
4 MULTI ETHNIC

Hispanic
215
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APPROXIMATELY 67 EXPLORERS
LIVE WEST OF THE I-15 AND
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64 LIVE EAST OF THE I-15.
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EXCON MISSION
To provide the most challenging, exciting, applicable and affordable reality-based training
to the nation’s Law Enforcement Explorers & Cadets, thus preparing America’s youth for a
safe, successful and rewarding career in public service.

EXCON
The 17th annual law enforcement explorer competition hosted by the LVMPD Explorer
Program was held on June 8, 2018. We welcomed more than 500 explorers & advisors who
traveled from across the nation to attend the 1-day event. This year ExCon was given a total
revamp from the ground up. Scenarios were rewritten, reworked and reinvented. The event
was also given a new logo and color scheme!
21
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COMPETITIONS AND ACCOLADES

OREGON

Our Police Explorers traveled to Arizona & California and attended three
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explorer competitions this year. Their skills were put to the test in a
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CHANDLER TACTICAL COMPETITION – CHANDER, ARIZONA

1st: Male Obstacle Course
2nd: Robot Operations, Marijuana Field Raid, Incident Command System
3rd: Vehicle Assault, Downed Officer Rescue

BEST IN THE WEST EXPLORER COMPETITION – SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
Overall: 2nd Place
1st Place: 5150 Scenario
1st Place: Officer Down Rescue
1st: Tubular Assault
2nd: DUI Stop
2nd: Border Patrol Checkpoint
2nd: Team Recon
2nd: Felony Hot Stop
3rd: Active Shooter
3rd: Felony Foot Pursuit

NORTH COUNTY EXPLORER COMPETITION
– LOS ANGELES, CA
1st: Bear Cat - 5 Person Vehicle Pull
3rd: Active Shooter - Team B
3rd: Obstacle Course - Male Advisor
4th: Family Disturbance
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
ANTHONY M. GARIANO - POLICE OFFICER

I joined the explorer program at 16 and was a member for five years.
At a young age I always dreamed of becoming a police officer with
the LVMPD. Thus, I joined the explorer program to learn the duties of
an everyday patrol officer and to get a firsthand look of what it’s like
to have a career in law enforcement. While in the program I had the
opportunity to rise through the ranks of Explorer Sergeant, Lieutenant,
Captain, and eventually becoming the first Explorer Commander in the
program’s history. I was fortunate to achieve those positions and gain
knowledge in leadership skills and supervision which has followed me
into my career as a police officer.
The program also afforded me the opportunity to learn a variety of police
tactics and procedures which included learning the LVMPD radio codes,
criminal element definitions, vehicle & person stops, and responding to
calls for service. My time as a LVMPD Explorer undoubtedly helped me
to achieve my goal of becoming an officer. Now as I approach my fourth
year as a Metro cop, I look back and I’m certainly thankful for my past
advisors who mentored me and shaped me into who I am today.

24

This program truly gave me a head start and prepared me for the police
academy and field training. I believe in this program so much that I’m
currently an advisor and share my experiences and knowledge with
a group of my own explorers. I encourage all young adults who are
interested in a future career in law enforcement to join the LVMPD
Explorer Program.

LVMPD EXPLORERS 2018 ANNUAL REPORT

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

ALYSSA STUBBS - POLICE EXPLORER, PHASE IV
Growing up, if someone had asked me what I wanted to be when I was older I
would have said a teacher. As I got older, I started to wonder if teaching would
make me happy or if it would allow me to reach my full potential. Something else
I had always wanted to pursue was a career in law enforcement; being a police
officer has always been a dream of mine. But I had no idea how to begin that kind
of career. When I heard about the LVMPD Explorer Program right before my junior
year of high school I thought it was fate - I knew that I owed it to myself to join
and see if it was truly what I wanted.
In these last two years I’ve seen and learned the importance of giving back to my
community and the kind of impact it makes. I have grown as an individual yet
learned how to be selfless even when I fear to, because here in the program we
learn to adapt and overcome when faced with an unfamiliar situation, we learn to
build and enhance relationships with others, we learn how to be leaders and role
models, and we learn what it means to have integrity, courage, accountability,
respect for people, and excellence. I couldn’t be more grateful for the
opportunities and skills this program has taught me. Not only did it strengthen
my aspirations of being an officer, but it allowed me to learn about myself and
push all the limits I thought I had. I’ve also been graciously given many leadership
roles, ranging from Field Training Explorer, Explorer Sergeant, and Explorer
Captain. Each of these ranks have helped shaped me into who I am today and has
shown me the importance of communication & teamwork. Knowing how to work
efficiently with others is a skill that is crucial for any job, so even if one decides
not to follow this career after being apart of the program, the skills they learn will
follow them through life.
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ALUMNI
During their time in the program our Explorers are undoubtedly provided with the tools necessary for success to
secure employment with the LVMPD. Congratulations to these alumni who began their Metro careers in 2018!

CORRECTIONS OFFICER

FORENSIC SCIENTIST FIREARMS EXAMINER

Joseph Cassese (2014-2015)

Claudia Nolasco-Inga (2011-2016)

POLICE OFFICER
Manuel Castaneda (2012-2014)

Katherine Jennings (2013-2015)

Jaime Chavez (2014-2017)

Cody Julius (2012-2014)

Gavin Coto (2012-2014)

Andrew Lewsader (2012-2017)

Jonathan Garboski (2011-2013)

Oscar Murguia-Robles (2011-2013)

Dinislov Gospidinov (2014-2016)

Osvaldo Rincon-Mendes (2012-2016)

Anthony Grecco (2015-2017)

Robin Sanchez (2015-2017)

Alberto Guzman (2012-2016)

Jeuri Viramontes (2010-2012)

Tyler Jennings (2014-2015)
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WITH THANKS
SUPPORTERS
We are grateful to the organizations who support
our program in a variety of ways. Without them,
we could not accomplish our mission of preparing

PROGRESSIVE FORCE CONCEPTS

tomorrow’s leaders today.

PRO BONO SERVICES
The LVMPD Law Enforcement Explorer Program
would like to extend special appreciation to our
partners whose support is immeasurable.
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